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Dear editor,
To maintain the confidentiality of the sensitive data, users
tend to encrypt their data under an associated access policy (or attributes) before outsourcing them to the cloud.
In the traditional access control model via cryptographic
approaches, e.g., ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (or CP-ABE), users are allowed to formulate access
policies and let the encrypted data associated with access
policies. Only authenticated users, whose own attributes
matching their formulated access policies, have the privilege
to recover the ciphertext. However, once the access policies
are formulated, the authorized user cannot update it unless the user downloads and re-encrypts the file under the
new access policy. Hence, to achieve dynamic access control, the model of ciphertext-policy attribute-based proxy
re-encryption (or CP-AB-PRE) is adopted by integrating
the proxy re-encryption (or PRE).
Motivation. However, the current CP-AB-PRE approaches [1–4] cannot provide an efficient fine-grained access control (or FGAC). To date, no work has taken any
notice of the advantage of constrained pseudorandom function (CPRF) [5–7] to obtain dynamic access policy under
the CP-AB-PRE model. Thus, we provide a solution using
key-homomorphic CPRF for the CP-AB-PRE.
CP-AB-PRE from CPRFs construction. In order to
achieve FGAC under the model of CP-AB-PRE efficiently,
the key point is how to efficiently express the computable
predicates p in the language to satisfy the requirements of
key-homomorphic CPRF. As discussed in [8], the authors
claimed that a circuit-enabled CPRF can evaluate any predicate p. Unfortunately, the prefix CPRF only supports to
evaluate predicates that are satisfying inputs starting with
a particular prefix. Thus, our a CP-AB-PRE for FGAC
solution is based on the circuit-enabled key homomorphic

CPRF. In our construction, two cryptographic primitives
armed used in the CP-AB-PRE scheme, symmetric encryption Sym = (Enc, Dec) with symmetric key κrnd and a keyhomomorphic CPRF F for predicates p. Furthermore, the
access policy is depending on linear secret sharing. Below,
we first recap the instantiation of F in [8] before presenting our main construction. The instantiation is set up for
κ = n + ℓ, where n is the input length, ℓ is the circuit depth,
and κ is the number of G. Notably, parameters are generated by gi and a sequence (G1 , G2 , . . . , Gκ ) of groups Gi of
prime order p as well as elements Di,β uniformly drawn from
G1 , for i ∈ [n] and β ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, the CPRF F on input
x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) ∈ {0, 1}n is defined as F (pp, k, x) :=

κ·Πi∈[n] di,xi
e(e( Di,xi i∈[n] )k , gℓ ) = gκ
with di,β such that
Di,β = g di ,β . Additionally, we have that for all pp, k1 , k2 , x,
then F (pp, k1 + k2 , x) = F (pp, k1 , x) · F (pp, k2 , x). The detailed construction is as follows.
• msk ← CPABPRE.Setup(1λ ). The algorithm first
takes as input the security parameter λ and obtains
a key mskcprf ∈ K for F by invoking mskcprf ←
CPRF.KeyGen(1λ ). Then outputs msk := mskcprf as used
by F .
• skA ← CPABPRE.KeyGen(msk, A). The key generation
algorithm inputs the msk along with the attribute set A,
and computes skcprf = CPRF.Const+ (mskcprf , A) by taking
as input the random key mskcprf for constrained PRF F and
an attribute set A. Then the algorithm generates a master
secret key skA := skcprf .
• ctΓ ← CPABPRE.Enc(msk, m, Γ). In order to encrypt
the plaintext, the encryption algorithm first takes as input a msk, a message m, and the access policy Γ. Next,
the algorithm encodes the Γ into the attributes xΓ for constrained PRF. The details encoding techniques are inspired
by the linear secret sharing [9], which implies that any ac-
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cess structures can be encoded into {0, 1}-LSSS. After that,
the algorithm picks a random randomness rcprf for CPRF
F (i.e., CPRF.Eval(·)), a random key κrnd for the symmetric
encryption Sym.Enc, and calculates
c1 = κrnd ⊗ CPRF.Eval(mskcprf , [xΓ , rcprf ]),
c2 = Sym.Enc(κrnd , m)
for the corresponding [xΓ , rcprf ]. Finally, the algorithm outputs the ciphertext ctΓ = ([xΓ , rcprf ], c1 , c2 ).
• rkA,Γ ← CPABPRE.ReKeyGen(msk(i) , msk(j) ). In order to generate the re-encryption key, the re-key generation
algorithm computes and outputs for j = i + 1, rkA,Γ =
(j)

(i)

msk(j) ◦ msk−1
= mskcprf ◦ (mskcprf )−1 .
(i)
•
rectΓ
←
CPABPRE.ReEnc(rkA,Γ , ctΓ
=
([xΓ , rcprf ], c1 , c2 )). In order to obtain the re-encrypted
ciphertext, the re-encryption algorithm takes as input the rkA,Γ and ctΓ = ([xΓ , rcprf ],c1 , c2 ), then reN
turns rectΓ =
[xΓ , rcprf ], ∆
c1 , c2 , where ∆ =
CPRF.Eval(rkA,Γ , [xΓ , rcprf ]).
•m←

(j)
CPABPRE.Dec(skA , rectΓ ).
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The output side de(j)

cryption algorithm first takes a secret key skA as input for
a set of A of attributes, a ciphertext ctΓ which contains an
access policy Γ, then checks whether Γ(A) = 1. If so, to recovery the message m, the algorithm decrypts the ciphertext
by computing
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∆ ⊗ c1 = CPRF.Eval(rkA,Γ , [xΓ , rcprf ]) ⊗ c1
= CPRF.Eval(rkA,Γ , [xΓ , rcprf ]) ⊗ κrnd
(i)

⊗ CPRF.Eval(mskcprf , [x, rcprf ])
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(j)

= CPRF.Eval(mskcprf , [xΓ , rcprf ]) ⊗ κrnd ,
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then obtains κrnd as the following:
−1
(j)
CPRF.Eval(mskcprf , [xΓ , rcprf ])
⊗ (∆ ⊗ c1 ),
and returns m ← Sym.Dec(κrnd , c2 ); otherwise ⊥ is returned.
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